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To those who lived through it, the German inflation appeared as an unprecedented disruption of normal social and economic life. In fact it figured only as the most extreme example of a transmutation in financial assumptions and practices the occurred throughout the industrialized world. The First World War brought two types of radical change in the financial sphere for the major combatant powers. It shattered the prior gold standard and disorganized a network of international financial relationships that had long been taken for granted. And it imposed on taxpayers, bondholders, savers, and consumers within each nation burdens of herto-

fore unimaginable magnitude in order to pay for the war and its finance reconstruction afterward. These two processes took place simultaneously; their effects are often difficult to distinguish. Though Germany and the Al lied powers differed sharply in ideology and national purpose, the soldiers who fought on opposite sides of the barbed wire in the trench-scared landscape of northeastern France suffered through many common experiences. The financial problems of their respective governments were also in many ways similar. The historian may therefore ask the same questions about winners and losers in the catastrophe. To what extent did policymakers pursue monetary and fiscal objectives based on a misunderstanding of the new environment in which they were obliged to operate? To what extent did they consciously adapt strategies for coping with wartime and postwar burdens that would maximize their countries' respective competitive positions? A comparative examination of British and French strategies for solving reconstruction problems helps illuminate the political context in which the German inflation spiraled out of control.

Great Britain had operated on a gold standard at a constant mint price (the years of the Napoleonic war excepted) since 1717. From the middle of the nineteenth century onward, world currency transactions were central-

ized in London. In the generation before 1914, particularly, the interna-

* Die Anmerkungen befinden sich am Schluss des vorliegenden Berichts.
as they exacerbated Britain's relative economic decline, which had proceeded steadily for more than a generation.\footnote{3}

British policies on reparations and war debts did not always appear politically dissatisfied, but they evidenced a remarkable consistency over time. A central feature of those policies was to avert as much of the post-war adjustment burden as possible on the American investor and taxpayer. At the Paris Peace Conference, Lloyd George put forward a European recovery scheme that would have funneled American resources to Europe by means of a "guarantee" of German reparation payments to the Allies.\footnote{4} As the World Economic Conference fourteen years later, McDonald and his associates sought similarly to invigorate the United States into making domestic sacrifices in order to reduce trade barriers and promote European currency stability.\footnote{5} By contrast, the British government came to realize shortly after the peace settlement that there were strict limits to the amount of reparation it could profitably collect from Germany. It was not that Germany could not pay; but effective transfer of German resources would reduce that country's purchasing power. The one area where Britain made substantial trade gains from 1913 to 1924 was in Central and Southeastern Europe. The British share of reparations revenue could not possibly compensate for the economic turmoil and consequent impediments to British trade that the French attempt to compel payment and the German policy of resistance created in Central Europe. Hence, a new British policy to accept a reparations settlement that facilitated Germany's return to prosperity, cleared the way for adoption of a stable money standard by the major industrial nations,\footnote{6} and thereby spurred demand for British goods.\footnote{7}

Britain's policy regarding its war debt to America also reflected the dictates of self-interest. British Treasury officials admired among themselves that — considering economic capacity alone — they could well afford to lend the debt in full.\footnote{8} Yet before and even after the 1925 war-debt settlement, the nation's political leaders embraced a variety of schemes aimed at embarrassing the United States into unilateral cancellation. They did this not because of specific anxiety over deterioration of the trade balance with the United States, but because of resentment that commercial supremacy was slipping from them. Lloyd George articulated British feeling in characteristic fashion when defending the dispatch of the Balfour Note in July 1922.

\begin{quote}
Why should we be apologetic to the United States? If we could gain by cringing it would be perhaps some ten or fifteen millions. It was not worth bunting our self-respect and selling the firm of peace. They had taken advantage of our complacency in War to try and capture our international shipping position and were actually trading with South America while using our ships to convey their tramps to France. They had done their best to wrest our naval supremacy from us, and we had made the convention of equality to them in that respect. This...\end{quote}

\begin{footnote}{3} day they were trying to wrest our financial and commercial supremacy... That was a very ignoble attitude... \end{footnote}

Such passion was comprehensible in view of the heavy burden of material losses sustained by the British Empire during the war. But the very defensiveness of Lloyd George's dictum called attention to the extent to which Britain had become a middle-sized power defending national interests, rather than a world power carrying broad responsibilities for international stability.

II

France, Keynes claimed in retrospect, inadvertently handled postwar finance comparatively well by devolving the franc by 80 percent between the end of the war and final stabilization in 1928. The nation thus reduced the actual weight of its internal debt to an amount on which the French taxpayer could and realistically would pay the interest charges.\footnote{9} Inflation in France never degenerated into hyperinflation on the Austrian or German model. Yet it progressed rapidly enough to keep employment high and promote moderate industrial recovery. And in effect it subsidized the bond-owning bourgeoisie with most postwar reconstruction costs without causing the social dislocation that ravaged the German middle classes. Government policy, however, did not aim to this result. For years the French government pursued a deflationary monetary policy even as it ran up substantial budget deficits. Until 1926, many authorities — at the Bank of France as well as in parliament — still hoped eventually to restore the prewar par.\footnote{10}

How could a government pledge to reduce the money supply by a fixed sum annually continue to spend (under its ordinary, extraordinary, and recuperable budgets) almost twice what it took in through taxation? The treasury seemed to behave, as one American banker put it in bewilderment, as if it knew of the dismal science, though well enough in their way, are inapplicable to la belle France.\footnote{11} The system worked for a time because French bondholders were, by and large, as ignorant of the principles of modern economics as those in parliament who sanctioned the incompatible monetary and fiscal policies. The treasury covered the budget deficit through the issue of short-term bonds that in most periods paid an interest rate lower than the inflation rate, the public bought and renewed these bonds because it continued to believe that stable German reparation payments would materialize eventually. Reparations were to serve as a dain ex machina that would eliminate the budget deficit, allow retirement of the reconstruction debt, and eventually make possible (despite the export disadvantages) appreciation of the franc.
For France, consequently, almost from the day the war ended, monetary and fiscal policy bore an intimate relation to foreign policy. In the fall of 1918, the Commerce Ministry had proposed to solve the country’s most pressing financial difficulties by inducing the United States to extend massive credits (which would later be forgiven) or to supply raw materials and other resources.13 The chimerical nature of these projects became evident during the peace conference. Nevertheless, the first indication that the Finance Ministry planned to call upon the domestic “payer for further sacrifice brought a furious public reaction, and it was then that Finance Minister Louis-Lucien Klotz (and subsequently his successors at the vue de l’Etat) adopted as a guiding principle the popular slogan, “Qui l’Allemagne pousse d’abord.”14 To the expectation of a substantial revenue stream from Germany was added the conviction that France should not have to repay its own war debts. As the highest permanent official of the ministry expressed it in 1921, France had already made a contribution to the common cause in blood that outweighed to a shocking degree the financial efforts of its allies. It was therefore impossible to justify any English or American claim against France, which furnished the battlefield and bore all the sacrifices entailed by this circumstance.15

The war had indeed devastated one of the nation’s richest départements and left one-third its young men dead or mutilated. Hence the French desire to collect as much as possible from others and to pay as little as possible to others is not surprising. Nor did the parliament’s preference for improvisation in the face of mounting financial crisis represent a novelty in the national tradition—French resistance to direct taxation has been a matter of historical notoriety since the reign of Philip the Fair. Paradoxically, however, the French people’s reluctance to tax themselves resulted in their paying more—in several ways—in the end.

The short-term bonds used to cover the budget deficit figured as a potential mine bomb. Holders would redeem the bonds if rapid depreciation of the franc on the exchanges caused them to fear for their equity. Massive redemptions could double the currency in circulation overnight and plunge France into hyperinflation. To prevent such a catastrophe during a speculative attack against the franc in early 1924, the government solicited the help of American bankers. It fell into dependence on the goodwill of the international financial community. It could then no longer pursue its reparations claim in a way that would undermine confidence in financial markets overseas.

Yet France could not hope to maintain its precarious position as the dominant continental power—a position artificially buttressed for the moment by provisions of the Versailles treaty—unless it could obtain large reparations payments and employ them to make a giant leap forward

industrially. At Versailles, France had recovered the iron ore of Lorraine. It could not, however, develop a modern steel industry without obtaining Ruhr coke cheaply, either on reparations account or at a price low enough so that French metallurgical products could compete with German steel on world markets.16 Because it failed to preserve its financial independence, France let pass a possible (if problematic) opportunity to consolidate its position in Europe. The 1924 London Conference, heavily influenced by the bankers, put an end to French hopes for substantial reparations. The arrangements made at the conference also ensured Germany’s recovery of industrial hegemony, paved the way for Allied withdrawal from the Rhineland, and prefigured military resurgence of the Reich.17 From a certain point of view Keynes was right: by avoiding deflationary excesses, France distributed war costs without suffering the economic tribulations that England did. Politically, it paid an extremely heavy price.

III

Both Britain and France, as we have seen, sought to maximize national advantage by exporting much of the readjustment and reconstruction burden abroad. One country took a deflationary approach to finance; the other followed a path of substantial but limited inflation. Neither achieved its original objectives. Germany’s hyperinflation—whatever its social consequences—proved more successful as a foreign policy tool.

For citizens of the Allied countries who felt deeply about German responsibility for the origins and broad conduct of the war, it appeared shocking that the Reich should attempt through financial manipulation to evade the obligations placed upon it by the peace treaty. The Allied and associated powers had given formal expression to this sentiment in their reply to German protests at Versailles. Somebody, they observed, must suffer for the consequences of the war. Is it to be Germany or only the people she has wronged?18 But those who did not share this moral judgment might well conclude that the unwillingness of German political and business leaders to shoulder a disproportionate share of reconstruction costs differed merely in degree from a similar resolve among their counterparts in London and Paris.

The disorganization of German public finance from 1919 to 1923 worked to obscure from contemporaries the many ways in which domestic inflation served to minimize the Reich’s foreign obligations. Yet it is scarcely possible to defend any longer the view that the inflation constituted an economic disaster. Frank D. Graham and Costantino Brunetti-Turroni analyzed the most obvious benefits that accrued to the German
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some precise moment to promote inflation as the preferred means of coping with Germany's foreign and domestic difficulties. The nation's basic requirements for foodstuffs and raw materials rendered some depreciation of the mark unavoidable under the emergency conditions prevailing in 1919. Thereafter the authorities had merely to take the path of least resistance in meeting the expenses of government for the inflation to accelerate.

The general consensus held that heroic action to stabilize the currency was premature. This outcome was overdetermined. The immediate consequences of ending the upward movement of prices gave pause to those who prized political stability. Stabilization required a sharp increase in taxes and an end to government subsidies that benefited powerful interest groups. It meant a period of economic dislocation involving many business failures, rising unemployment, and probable social unrest. The political balance was so precarious that government leaders did not dare to take the risks inherent in decisive action. Yet however important these domestic considerations, foreign policy appears to have provided the controlling motive for Germany's failure to stabilize at certain crucial points. Diligent scrutiny of Reich Chancellery files suggests that both the Wirth and Cuno governments consciously and knowingly postponed the tax and budget reform that alone could provide the basis for monetary stabilization because they sought first to obtain a reduction of the reparations bill. And they did not because Allied exactions exceeded German capacity to pay, but rather because they considered reparations morally unjust.

By the end of 1920, German leaders clearly understood that the Allies had abandoned hope of obtaining reparations on the enormous scale suggested by the press and some French and British experts during the Paris Peace Conference. Indeed, in December 1920, the French government intimated its willingness to postpone a permanent settlement and to accept interim payments not exceeding 3 million gold marks a year. This sum amounted to roughly seven percent of Germany's current national income but far less of its projected income after recovery. It required substantial sacrifice, but did not represent an intolerable burden for a nation resolved to limit domestic consumption in order to pay. The Seybold Plan proposed a workable mechanism for effecting transfer smoothly in goods and services. By minimizing cash payments it sought to afford Germany a breathing space for balancing its budget, stabilizing its currency, and restoring its economy on sound lines. Moreover, throughout 1920 the French made repeated overtures to Germany looking toward the conclusion of mutually advantageous arrangements linking the steel, coal, potash, chemical, and other key industries of the two countries. It is unnecessary to rehearse the wearisome negotiations that followed over the next two years in order to prove that reparations did not in practice constitute an util-

economy, above all the virtual extinction of the national and corporate debt, and the export advantage transferred on the Reich because the external value of the mark dropped faster than its internal value.21 These benefits were apparent at the time, particularly to businessmen who made the most of opportunity. Karsten Lauren and Jürgen Pedersen demonstrated how the inflation maximized national income by keeping the population fully employed and channeling resources into investment; they also emphasized that the inflation bequeathed a modern industrial plant as its legacy.22 These benefits were also understood by many contemporaries (indeed all too well by the fearful French).

Carl-L. Holfreicher now furnishes striking proof that foreign-owned bank notes and bank balances developed through inflation provided Germany with the equivalent of a capital import approaching 15 million gold marks—a sum six times the size of Germany's cash reparations payments under the London Schedule of Payments and as large in relation to the German economy as the capital inflow received under the Marshall Plan after World War II.23 There is little contemporary evidence to suggest that German politicians or economists fully comprehended the magnitude of the capital transfer thus effected. Nevertheless, this speculative machinery goes far to explain how the nation could maintain imports and domestic consumption at a relatively high level while exporters left their foreign earnings abroad. Finally, it is now obvious that the inflation paid a significant political dividend. It played an instrumental role in inducing the Allies to abandon their claims for reparations large enough to compensate for the devastation wrought by German armies during the war.

The evidence, then, appears incontrovertible. The German economy benefited from inflation in numerous ways. Can one argue in consequence that the inflation constituted a rational political strategy, at least until July or August 1922? And, if so, did the government of the Reich promote inflation as a deliberate policy? To these two fundamental questions must be added a third. The direct benefits to the German economy decreased markedly after inflation evolved into hyperinflation during the summer of 1922. The export advantage began to narrow because domestic prices adapted with a shorter lag to fluctuations in the exchange rate. And speculative purchases of marks by foreigners (as Holfreicher has shown through an analysis of forward exchange rates) also quickly terminated.24 Under these circumstances, why did the German government still make no move to stem the inflation?
muted or unreasonable claim on German resources — either before or after establishment of the London Schedule of Payments. The reason why Ger-
man industrialists declined to conclude agreements on a private basis with their French counterparts is equally easy to ascertain. The felt, as Bruno Brütsch of Knapp's expressed it, “politischer Unterlegenheitssturz”.

Despite this accurate perception of the German economy’s potential for recovery, a surprisingly large number of political and business figures subscribed to the theory that improvement in public finance was impossible to achieve. The belief that the trade balance remained passive and reparations weighed adversely on the balance of payments. President Rudolf Havenstein of the Reichsbank figured as the most prominent exponent of this theory. Indeed, Havenstein told the foreign experts called in by the German government in November 1922 to devise a plan of settlement of the claims of foreign creditors. Some German financial experts came to realize eventually that Havenstein carried his pessimism far too far for the purpose at hand. The Warburg Bank economist John Maynard Keynes had picked to serve as Secretary of the November 1922 experts’ committee expressed anxiety lest foreign nations draw the conclusion that “die Vorurteile unbedingt nicht die Entschei-
dende Ursache für die Passivität der deutschen Zahlungsbilanzen gewesen sein können, da sie niemals einen eigenen Betrag erreicht haben.”  

Earlier in 1921 and 1922, however, performances such as Havenstein’s opinion prominent British observers that German monetary officials lacked not merely the political power, but also the technical ability to stem the mounting inflation without help from abroad. British representatives under Sir John Bradbury told the cabinet in London during May 1922 that the root of the problem was a gross miscalculation by Germany’s public fi-
nance, and Lord D’Abernon, the ambassador to Berlin, agreed that the conduct of public finance there was extraordinarily bad.  

For a number of reasons, the view that Germanills derived primarily from miscalculation of the trade balance became increasingly implausible in the eighteen months following adoption of the London Schedule of Payments. No all theoretical economists agreed at the time about the extent to which fiscal policy could shape a nation’s trade balance over time. But central bankers who carefully monitored trends realized, as Carl Snyder of the New York Federal Reserve Bank put it, that a nation’s ability to generate a surplus over time depended less upon the “nominal balance of export trade than upon the disposition to restrict expenditure, or as we may put it, to tax themselves.”  

German failure to tax was so flagrant that even foreign statesmen who lacked familiarity with the intricacies of international finance could grasp the point of the
prevailed that the London Schedule constituted a levy beyond all reason. The fact itself appeared self-evident; the only thing worth debating was how to convince the Easterner of it. And nothing more could be done about balancing the budget, it seemed to follow, until the hard-hearted enemy granted relief. A mood of gloom and despair bordering on psychological paralysis suffused most discussions of finance at the Reich Chancellery in 1921--22. Yet the attentive scholar finds evidence of a quite different attitude in private records and, here and there, even in unguarded remarks uttered within an official context.

German financial experts were actually by no means united in believing that the payments deficit caused the inflation. Carl Melchior, who represented Germany at the Brussels financial conference in late 1920, admitted quite candidly: «Die Gründe für die Inflations sind außenseitersichtlich einfach. Sie liegen in dem gewaltigen Defizit unseres Ersatz.» Joseph Wirth hinted as much in October 1920, when as Finance Minister he reminded the Reichstag that the German budget comprised «sehr beachtenswerte Mittel, um die Welt über unsere wahre Lage aufzuklären.» As the «stillborn» chancellor from May 1921 through November 1922, Wirth pursued the very strategy he had advocated as finance minister. This emerges with striking clarity through consideration of his attitude toward the imposition of a mild form of capital rationing.

In the fall of 1921 Wirth appealed to the Reichskabinett der deutschen Industrie for a hard-currency loan. Such a loan would serve two purposes at once. It would allow the government to pay the next reparation installment without raising the income tax, and it would undercut proposals drawn up by State Secretary Julius Hirsch of the Economics Ministry for a tax on capital, the so-called Erlass der Sachkredite. The debate that followed within the Rii was particularly revealing. Those who favored the loan, like Otto Wiesbaden of Krupp's, contended that the government required a short reprieve of six to nine months in order to achieve revision of the Versailles treaty. For this high purpose industry should sacrifice its foreign currency reserves, he declared; »unter Haushaltsbetrieben haben wir es nicht.«

In September 1921, Wiesbaden's position seemed likely to prevail, but two months later, majority opinion in the Rii had swung against granting the government a loan. Those who opposed the credit operation rallied behind two principal arguments. Lignite executive Paul Silverberg, speaking for Fachgruppe Kohle, contended that the Wiesbaden proposals violated the purpose of the operation. The stipulations agreed upon in early Oc-
those who had and gave to those who had not, which in a country so poor as Germany was entirely proper. Stinnes, by contrast, declared that inflation was wholly unsound economically. However, he explained, his choice had been between inflation and revolution and as between the two he favored inflation. Rathenau and Stinnes found themselves in substantial agreement about Germany's current dilemma. Stabilization would lead to industrial and commercial disaster, yet if the mark continued to decline an eventual drop toward the level of the Austrian crown appeared inevitable. Both men professed to see a solution only in a large foreign loan and a decrease in reparations. It was Germany's first duty to restore its internal finances, Rathenau admitted, but such rehabilitation was possible only after readjustment of the indemnity bill to a figure within Germany's capacity to pay. Tantalizing differences between the statesman and the entrepreneur remained. When Stinnes criticized Rathenau for having promised the Entente what he could not perform, the latter replied apologetically as a member of the government he was forced to reconcile the political exigencies with business considerations and could not treat the question solely on Stinnes' 'business principles,' despite his personal inclination to do so.44

The next morning Rathenau lay lead—shot by right-wing extremists who did not realize how treasonously he had fought for many of their concerns. And Wirth, increasingly jittery and fearful for his own life, began to lose his grip on policy. The chancellor still paid lip service to his particular notion of fulfillment, but it now constituted a mere holding operation with no clearly discernible final objective. When the powers began their worsening negotiations for a compromise that would disguise Germany's failure to pay what little it owed under a moratorium arrangement for the last four months of 1922, opposition to the charade grew even within the government's ranks. President Havenstein hinted broadly at the spirit that now informed Reichsbank monetary policy:

>Wir kämpfen in einem Wendepunkt des Schicksals Deutschlands. Die Frage sei, ob die Zeit gekommen sei, die Eröffnungspolitik abzuschließen. Er bejahe dies. Diese Politik sei nach dem Londoner Ultimatum notwendig gewesen, jetzt sei sie nicht mehr durchführbar ...

While Wirth waited passively and without conviction for a miracle, Stinnes continued throughout the summer and fall to fabricate plans for a general settlement at home and abroad. The Reichsbank der Deutsche Industrie, meanwhile, set up a Special Committee for an Economic Program that sought to elaborate business desiderata for reshaping the German economy and society as preconditions for stabilization.45 Stinnes characteristically proposed a comprehensive program. At home he demanded introduction of the ten-hour working day, draconian penalties against strikes, return of the railroads and other public enterprises to the private sector, abolition of remaining vestiges of wartime controls over the economy, and revision of the tax laws to "stimulate thrift" and "promote the formation of capitals." In foreign policy, Stinnes insisted on equal drastic changes. The Allies would have to evacuate the Rhineland, give back the Saar, limit reparations to the repair of material damages in France and Belgium, and abrogate those provisions of the Versailles treaty that denied Germany most-favored-nation treatment or restricted its access to raw materials or colonial markets on an equal footing with the dominant powers. As a final step, after the Allied powers and the United States had granted Germany's large currency and reparations loans, the mark would be stabilized. To his fellow industrialists, Stinnes reiterated that the several elements in his program had to follow in a precise order: Erst muß die Mehrarbeit kommen, dann die Stabilisierung der Währung an dem Tage, wo man sicher ist, das Reparationsproblem gelöst zu haben.46

Chancellor Wilhelm Cuno did not endorse this wide-ranging program as a whole when he came to power in November 1922, but he had to take account of it. For the new Chancellor proclaimed that his highest priority was to achieve cooperation between business interests and the Reich in framing an integrated internal and external policy. At the very meeting of the Rund executive committee at which Stinnes had delineated his preconditions for stabilization, Cuno (then chairman of the Hamburg-America Line) had voiced his own conviction that Germany would not solve its domestic financial problems without first addressing related issues in foreign affairs: Von der äußeren Gegebenheit hängt die Gesamtlösung der inneren Verhältnisse ab.47 Cuno's personal views on the connection between reparations and inflation therefore take on unusual interest.

In May 1922, five months before he assumed the responsibilities of public office, Cuno provided a revealing analysis of German monetary policy to a foreign banker. Frank C. Tiarks, a director of the Bank of England who held a partnership in an Anglo-German banking house, came to Hamburg on a study tour. The two men discussed the reasons for the precariousness of the mark, and afterward Cuno wrote Tiarks:

>in the view of the idea which you assume is prevalent in many quarters that the Germans are not aware of the dangers of inflation, we should like to put on record that the great danger of the continued use of the Printing Press for brainwashing is fully realized by the bankers and leading men of Germany.

However, Cuno added, continued resort to the printing press figured as the unavoidable sequel of the deficit in the German budget, which is mainly due to the fact that Germany, owing to the consequences of the war, the Armistice conditions and the Treaty of Versailles, has been and is found to pay large sums in foreign exchange (repatriation, clearing balances, import of foodstuffs, etc.) and in paper currency (currency-value of deliveries in kind, compensation for indemnity property abroad, etc.) which he assured herstripe capable as
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Ciano foresaw that the present policy would lead to economic chaos, but he considered the only alternative a refusal to pay that would lead to a fresh occupation of German territory. *Of these two evils*, he declared, Germany *obviously prefers the former in the hope that some revision of the Treaty will be made which will make it possible for her to put her house in order and stop the use of the printing press before it is too late.*

When Ciano commented on his duties as Reich Chancellor, however, he concentrated his efforts on developing a repair plan upon which democratic interests could unite; he gave scarcely any thought to what might lead to reasonable accommodation with the Entente. The plan developed for the January 1923 Paris Conference for so far short of a serious offer — its present value did not exceed 12 milliard gold marks — that State Secretary Carl Bergmann, the German reparations negotiator, felt too embarrassed to communicate it formally at the Quai d’Orsay.* Thus Ciano found himself pursuing simultaneously the two policies he had prosecuted at Tirpitz as alternatives. He continued to resist to the printing press, and he provided a Ruhr occupation by refusing flatly to pay. Although he understood the economic consequences attendant on further inflation of the currency, he sought to finance passive resistance exclusively through a succession of expedients. Only at the end of July 1923, with his government tottering at the edge of collapse, did Ciano first appeal for the imposition of higher taxes. The moment of truth came at last. To the leading bankers who gathered in Berlin Ciano explained what had motivated his delay:

> «Wenn man Ihnen die Verantwortung nicht in Ostung geben wird zu weniger, so wäre es unmöglich, die Finanzierung erst nach den Reparationen vorzunehmen.»

Here Ciano voiced the sentiment of a majority of German political and business leaders. Undoubtedly the inflation had yielded economic benefits up to a point. But German leaders had let it continue beyond that point. In the final year of hyperinflation, they allowed a political objective to prevail over prudent considerations of public finance. And their willingness to risk everything in achieving a measure of success; they succumbed — consented to stabilization — abandonment by the Allies of reparation claims, large enough to make a difference in comparative economic development. The question remains whether the political gains for Germany abroad outweighed the social costs at home.
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**EINFÜHRUNG**


Für die Gestaltung des Symposiums leiten sie die Veranstalter von zwei Grundüberlegungen leiten. Erstens sollte das Erkenntnisziel der Tagung nicht ausschließlich und schon gar nicht primär das Phänomen der großen deutschen Inflation per se als rein ökonomisch-wirtschaftsgeschichtliches Ereignis sein; vielmehr richtete sich das Forschungsinteresse auf die ihr Entstehung und ihren Verlauf mitbestimmend und sie begleitenden so-

wie die die ausgelösten historischen Prozesse, also auf die Hyperin-

* Eine übersichtliche Zusammenfassung von Verlauf und Ergebnissen dieses Symposiums enthält der Bericht von Jurgens Breyer in der Zeitschrift IWPK, Jg. 12, H. 3 (September 1976), S. 368—378.